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58

Executive summary

59

This Guideline is intended to provide guidance on the clinical development of new medicinal products in

60

the treatment of pain. It replaces and updates the separate guidelines on neuropathic and nociceptive

61

pain.

62

The present document should be conceived as a general guidance, and should be read in conjunction

63

with other applicable EU and ICH guidelines (see section 3).

64

1. Introduction (background)

65

This document is intended to give guidance on the investigation of medicinal products to be used in the

66

treatment of nociceptive pain and / or of central and peripheral neuropathic pain.

67

Pain is the most common symptom for which patients seek medical attention. Although there is no

68

exact definition it can be defined as an unpleasant sensory and emotional experience associated with

69

actual or potential tissue damage, or described in terms of such damage (International Association for

70

the Study of Pain, IASP) (1).

71

Chronic pain (either nociceptive or neuropathic) may be associated with mood changes, sleep

72

disturbance, fatigue and may have an impact on physical and social functioning.

73

Nociceptive pain can be defined as pain that arises from actual or threatened damage to non-neural

74

tissue and is due to the activation of nociceptors (IASP taxonomy) (2). Nociceptive pain can be

75

classified as somatic or visceral. Somatic pain is due to activation of the nociceptive receptors in

76

somatic tissues, such as bone, joint, muscle or skin. In visceral pain the visceral nociceptors are

77

activated by different pathological mechanisms (e.g. mechanical injury, inflammation, radiation, toxic

78

agents) (3, 4, 5, 6). These differences between visceral and somatic pain are not always clear in the

79

different pain models as several mechanisms can be involved (7). Both visceral and somatic

80

nociceptive pain can be acute or chronic. Visceral pain is more difficult to characterise and less

81

sensitive to usual pain treatment. Some pain syndromes, including cancer pain, typically include

82

elements of both visceral and somatic nociceptive pain.

83

Neuropathic pain can be defined as pain arising as a direct consequence of a lesion or disease affecting

84

the somatosensory system (8) (i.e. peripheral nerve, the dorsal root ganglion or dorsal root, or the

85

central nervous system).

86

In addition to the way that the patients usually describe this type of pain (sharp, shooting, electric,

87

burning, stabbing), these syndromes comprise a complex combination of symptoms as sensory

88

deficits, dysaesthesia, allodynia, hyperalgesia, and paraesthesia. The pain may be more or less

89

persistent, fluctuating in time or even periodic which might be quite unpredictable (e.g. postherpetic

90

neuralgia).

91

Neuropathic pain prevalence range from 3.3% to 8.2%.

92

One of the most frequent classifications for neuropathic pain is based on its aetiology (e.g. metabolic,

93

traumatic, infectious, ischaemic, hereditary, toxic, immune-mediated, idiopathic, inflammatory and

94

compressive .This approach of neuropathic pain has been used in most clinical trials and reports

95

published to date. This taxonomy as well as others, e.g., anatomical classifications, could be criticised

96

as although it can be useful for the differential diagnosis it offers no framework for clinical

97

management of the pain as diverse diseases may operate through common mechanisms, no pain
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98

mechanism is an inevitable consequence of a particular disease process and there are no predictors to

99

indicate which patient will develop neuropathic pain.

100

The current knowledge about neuropathic pain suggests that the optimal treatment for this pain would

101

be based on the identification of the underlying mechanism in each patient. As no specific diagnostic

102

tools are available today to accomplish this goal (i.e. instruments that can characterise the different

103

pain mechanisms involved in each patient), the efficacy data obtained from the clinical trials in

104

neuropathic pain are based on a causal factor classification rather than a mechanistic one. Some

105

diagnostic tools have recently been developed and validated, including the Leeds assessment of

106

neuropathic symptoms and signs (LANSS), the neuropathic pain questionnaire (NPQ), the douleur

107

neuropathique en 4 questions (DN4) (9, 10, 11). Tools such as the Neuropathic Pain symptom

108

Inventory (NPSI) may also be useful to characterise neuropathic pain.

109

Neuropathic pain is frequently therapy resistant and if an effect is observed it may be transient.

110

Patients with neuropathic pain do not respond to non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs and resistance

111

or insensitivity to opiates has been considered a hallmark but more recently this latter feature has

112

been challenged. Patients have been treated with antidepressants, serotonin and norepinephrine

113

uptake inhibitors, and anticonvulsants with limited efficacy and some undesirable adverse-events.

114

Recently, locally applied products with anaesthetics or other agents such as capsaicin have become

115

available.

116

Some complex pain syndromes have multiple and complex underlying aetiologies. In several conditions

117

the pain is mixed i.e. has both nociceptive and neuropathic elements (e.g. cancer pain, obstetric pain,

118

low back pain (12, 13, 14, 15)). Chronic low back pain (CLBP) is a multidimensional pain model that is

119

particularly difficult to characterise as multiple and complex factors are typically involved, including

120

psychological and cultural factors. The results of studies in CLBP and similar models are often difficult

121

to interpret and this type of model should be avoided when evaluating a new treatment. Cancer pain,

122

in which often both nociceptive (somatic and visceral) and neuropathic pain components are involved,

123

is not a specific pain model by itself as mechanisms of cancer pain do not fundamentally differ from

124

those of other types of pain. However, cancer pain remains the most important model of chronic

125

severe pain and studies evaluating both efficacy and safety in this population are required to support

126

an indication for chronic severe pain. Patients should have a sufficiently diverse range of pathologies

127

and sites of metastases to ensure generalisability of the trial results. Efficacy data generated largely or

128

exclusively in a cancer pain population can be extrapolated to demonstrate efficacy in the broader

129

indication of chronic severe pain. However, safety data in a more general population is usually needed.

130

It is generally accepted that pain intensity characterisation is an important issue in the strategy of pain

131

treatment and hence in clinical investigation. The terms mild, moderate and severe pain are generally

132

used in the indication statements for medicinal products licensed for the treatment of pain and are

133

probably the most usually employed in clinical and investigational settings; hence they are adopted in

134

this document.

135

2. Scope

136

The scope of the present document is to provide guidance on the identification of target patient

137

populations (including special populations i.e. children, elderly), study design and duration, and

138

efficacy and safety endpoints for clinical trials intended to establish the efficacy and safety of

139

treatments for nociceptive and/or neuropathic pain.

140

The current guidelines were adopted by CPMP on November 2002 (nociceptive pain) and on June 2005

141

(neuropathic pain). Since then, knowledge on pain has evolved together with the methods of
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142

evaluating pain, particularly in children. As there are many aspects common to trials in both types of

143

pain the two original guidelines are combined.

144
145

Fibromyalgia and other pain syndromes that have major elements other than nociceptive or
neuropathic pain are outside of the scope of this guideline although some aspects may be applicable.

146

Migraine is also outside the scope of this guideline.

147

3. Legal basis

148

This Guideline should be read in conjunction with Directive 2001/83/EC, as amended, and all other

149

pertinent elements outlined in current and future EU and ICH guidelines and regulations, especially

150

those on:

151

Dose-Response Information to Support Drug Registration (ICH E4),

152

Statistical Principles for Clinical Trials (ICH E9),

153

Choice of Control Group in Clinical Trials (ICH E10),

154

(EU) Guideline on Missing Data in Confirmatory Clinical Trials (CPMP/EWP/1776/99 Rev.1)

155

The Extent of Population Exposure to Assess Clinical Safety for Drugs (ICH E1A),

156

(EU) Pharmacokinetic Studies in Man,

157

(EU) Investigations of Drug Interactions,

158

(EU) Note for Guidance on Fixed Combination Products,

159

(EU) Note for Guidance on Modified Release Oral and Transdermal Dosage Forms,

160

(ICH, EU) E7: Studies in Support of Special Populations: Geriatrics,

161

(EU) Clinical Investigation of Medicinal Products in Children

162

(EU) Clinical Investigation of Medicinal Products Used in the Treatment of Osteoarthritis

163

4. General considerations for clinical development

164

4.1. Pharmacokinetic studies

165

The pharmacokinetics of the drug should be investigated in accordance with the relevant guidelines. In

166

addition, appropriate studies should be conducted according to the intended indications, treatment

167

duration (i.e. acute/chronic), administration route, delivery system and target population. The clinical

168

confirmatory trials should be performed in accordance with these data.

169

As pain itself can substantially affect drug absorption by effects on gastro-intestinal motility and tissue

170

perfusion, there should as a general principle be sufficient evaluation of pharmacokinetics in the target

171

patient population.

172

Many strong opioid products are oral prolonged release formulations and many others use transdermal

173

delivery systems. The requirements of the Note for Guidance on Modified Release Oral and

174

Transdermal Dosage Forms should be followed for these products. A careful evaluation of the potential

175

for dose-dumping is of particular importance for opioid products because of the associated dangers.

176

The potential safety issues associated with the accumulation of drugs with long half-lives should be

177

evaluated.
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178

Pharmacokinetic studies in children should consider using a population pharmacokinetic approach with

179

sparse sampling. In silico modelling may provide useful additional information.

180

4.2. Pharmacodynamic studies

181

A clear understanding of the mechanism of action of new agents for the treatment of pain is highly

182

desirable. The development and validation of pain models to help clarify the types of pain that a new

183

agent might be effective in treating, and hence which patients might be expected to benefit from

184

treatment, is encouraged.

185

Any secondary Central Nervous System (CNS) effects of the product that could interfere with the

186

reliable evaluation of pain (e.g. sedation, antidepressant effects) or safety should be identified and

187

characterised.

188

4.3. Interaction studies

189

Interaction studies should be performed in accordance with the existing guidelines (e.g. Note for

190

Guidance on the investigation of drug interactions). Efficacy and safety implications of concomitant use

191

of drugs likely to be co-administered in clinical practice should be evaluated where relevant. Both

192

pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic interactions should be evaluated. Particular safety issues might

193

include , CNS depressant effects, increased risk of bleeding, haemorrhage and haematoma (especially

194

in the elderly), renal impairment and respiratory depression. The potential for interactions that might

195

adversely affect the efficacy of the new product might also need to be investigated.

196

4.4. Exploratory studies

197

In the early stages of drug development models in healthy subjects with a controlled pain stimulus can

198

be useful for the testing of pain mechanisms and the pharmacodynamics of analgesic activity. However

199

such models are of limited value for the evaluation of the efficacy of a medicinal product as the

200

intensity of the pain stimulus is limited for ethical reasons and a chronic pain model is not feasible.

201

Data in patients are therefore normally required. It is acceptable for the inclusion and exclusion criteria

202

to specify a more limited patient population than would be expected in confirmatory Phase III trials.

203

A randomised parallel group design is generally preferable for pain studies. However a cross-over

204

design may be useful in exploratory trials in chronic pain of consistent severity (or regular recurrent

205

pain of consistent severity i.e. dysmenorrhoea) provided that adequate precautions are taken to

206

eliminate carry-over effects and to deal with other problems associated with cross-over trials.

207

4.5. Dose-Response Studies

208

Dose-response should be characterised for both efficacy and undesirable effects. Studies should aim to

209

provide information on the minimum effective dose, the optimal dose and the appropriate dose

210

titration schedule to reach an optimal stable therapeutic dose. Clinical data supporting the proposed

211

dosing interval might be required. Time to onset of effect, time to peak-effect and duration of effect

212

should be characterised.

213

Flexible dosing trials are insufficient to provide data on dose-response. At least three fixed doses of

214

active treatment plus a placebo arm are normally required. Depending on safety / tolerability issues a

215

forced dose titration period may be required prior to the main efficacy evaluation period. The pivotal

216

clinical trials might incorporate more than one fixed dosage arm to provide additional dose-response

217

information provided that an acceptable number of patients are treated with the proposed dosage for

218

an appropriate duration.
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219

For situations such as the treatment of chronic pain with strong opioids conventional dose-response

220

studies are less relevant as dose requirements vary widely according to the development of tolerance

221

and dose is titrated to clinical response.

222

Many medicinal products developed for the treatment of neuropathic pain are established in other

223

therapeutic areas and have appropriate dose-finding studies for those indications. However the dose-

224

response for the pain indication may be substantially different and separate dose finding studies are

225

required unless otherwise clearly justified, considering pharmacodynamic, efficacy and safety aspects.

226

Drugs to be used with other analgesic agents (e.g. opioids and NSAIDs in combination) need

227

appropriate studies to establish the optimal dose regimen for the intended combination. The Note for

228

Guidance on Fixed Combination Product is applicable.

229

4.6. Pivotal efficacy studies

230

A randomised controlled parallel group trial is the required design for confirmatory evidence of efficacy

231

in pain trials. In the unique case of dysmenorrhoea (regular recurrent pain of consistent severity) the

232

patient can be her own control and a crossover design would be appropriate.

233

Due to a high and variable placebo response rate in pain trials, it is in principle necessary to show

234

superiority to placebo. The main exception to this is trials in chronic severe pain for which it is

235

insufficient just to show superiority to placebo (see section 7.2 below). In placebo-controlled designs it

236

is necessary to ensure appropriate availability of rescue medication (see below). As established

237

treatment options exist, a third arm with an active comparator is generally required in order to make

238

an assessment of the magnitude of the clinical effect of the test treatment in the context of known

239

effective treatments for the pain models being studied. Strategies such as unbalanced randomisation

240

to maximise the number of patients enrolled in the test treatment arm are acceptable provided the

241

study remains adequately powered. Trials aiming to show superior efficacy to an active comparator are

242

satisfactory but even in this case it may be preferable to include a placebo arm in order to make a

243

clear assessment of the absolute efficacy and safety profile of the test treatment.

244

Efficacy should in general be studied in a population that is homogenous with respect to either

245

diagnosis or severity (see sections below on target population). However the inclusion and exclusion

246

criteria should not be so restrictive that the applicability of the trial results to the wider patient

247

population for which the drug is intended might be problematic. Stratification according to baseline

248

disease and patient characteristics, including previous treatments, should be considered where

249

necessary.

250

Secondary pharmacodynamic effects of the investigational treatment such as effects on mood, anxiety,

251

sleep or fatigue, and undesirable effects such as psychiatric disorders, and dizziness could modify pain

252

perception. The impact of these non-analgesic effects on the observed measures of pain should be

253

evaluated where appropriate. The possibility of unblinding of patients and/or physicians to treatment

254

allocation (e.g. where there are obvious CNS side effects) and the potential for resulting bias may need

255

to be evaluated.

256

4.7. Choice of active comparator

257

In order to demonstrate the relevance and appropriateness of the comparison, the choice of the active

258

comparator should be justified, taking into account the target indications, severity of pain in the model

259

being studied, conventions of clinical practice, posology, mode of action, time to onset of efficacy,

260

duration of action, safety, etc depending on study objectives.
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261
262

4.8. Rescue medication
If rescue medication is to be used in the study, the choice of the drug, appropriateness to study

263

indication, dose and details of the method of administration should be justified and clearly pre-

264

specified in the protocol. The use of more than one type of rescue medication is discouraged. It is

265

essential that the protocol standardization of rescue medication does not result in patients

266

experiencing excessive pain without access to appropriate treatment. The chosen rescue medication

267

should have an appropriate speed of onset and duration of effect to achieve this.

268

The use of rescue medication in the trial should be clearly documented in the case report forms and in

269

the study report. The impact of rescue medication on the trial results should be explored as

270

appropriate in the analyses of efficacy and safety.

271

The need for rescue medication can sometimes be used as an appropriate measure of efficacy,

272

depending on the trial design.

273

4.9. Concomitant Therapy

274

Special attention should be given to concomitant medications and non-pharmacological pain

275

management techniques. Any other treatments that might modulate the perception of pain or patients’

276

response to pain (either directly or by interacting with the investigational products), including physical

277

techniques, surgery, and psychological support, should generally be avoided during the trial. Where

278

this is unavoidable, which may be the case for example in cancer pain trials, efforts should be made to

279

standardise concomitant treatments and ensure they remain stable during the trial as far as possible.

280

Study designs should include appropriate washout periods of sufficient duration to ensure that

281

potentially confounding co-medication are washed out before patients start receiving randomised trial

282

medication (e.g. NSAIDs in osteoarthritis), without exposing patients to prolonged pain. The potential

283

effect on mood and pain perception of withdrawing concomitant medications (e.g. tricyclics or

284

anticonvulsants for treating neuropathic pain) may need to be considered.

285

In studies evaluating efficacy in acute pain following surgery or trauma, patients are likely to have

286

concomitant sedative medication. Appropriate tools (e.g. Ramsay score or other validated tool) should

287

be used to determine the degree of patient sedation. Differences between placebo and active groups

288

could compromise the interpretation of the results.

289

The potential impact of concomitant medication use on clinical efficacy measures should be evaluated.

290
291

4.10. Combination treatments
If a new treatment is intended to be administered in combination with another established medicinal

292

product the benefits of the combination over the established product at an optimal dose should be

293

clearly demonstrated, considering both efficacy and safety.

294

Many products developed for the treatment of pain (especially mild to moderate pain) are fixed

295

combination products. Studies with such products should be in accordance with the Note for Guidance

296

(NfG) on Fixed Combination Products.

297

5. Methods to assess efficacy

298
299

5.1. General
There are a number of scales to assess pain but none of them are completely free of problems. The

300

applicant should discuss and justify the choice of primary and secondary endpoints taking into

301

consideration factors such as the intended indications, study design and study population, including
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302

pain characteristics (e.g. intensity, duration, sensitivity to movement), associated pathology, and

303

concomitant medication.

304

Among the most frequently used and validated scales are the Visual Analogue Scale (VAS) and the

305

Numeric Rating Scale (NRS) (16). The VAS and NRS have been extensively used and validated for both

306

nociceptive and neuropathic pain. The VAS is a continuous variable and uses a 10 cm line to register a

307

score from “no pain” to “worst pain/worst imaginable pain”. The NRS is a discrete variable where

308

subjects choose a whole number between 0 and 10 to describe their pain level. Modifications of these

309

scales have not proven to be more reliable.

310

Likert scales or verbal rating scales (Pain Descriptor Scales, PDS), e.g. 5- or 7 point scales, may be

311

easier to use for some patients and correlate with the VAS in several situations.

312

The exact way in which the primary efficacy measure is derived from the reported pain scores (e.g.

313

mean differences at specific time points) will depend on the pain model being studied and must be

314

clearly pre-specified in the protocol.

315

Multidimensional assessment tools have been developed for pain evaluation, especially for more

316

complex pain models such as cancer pain (e.g. McGill Pain Questionnaire (MPQ), Short-Form McGill

317

Pain Questionnaire (SF-MPQ)). Some have not been validated for neuropathic pain assessment but

318

have been used in large therapeutic studies of neuropathic pain (17, 18). Multidimensional assessment

319

tools that have been specifically developed and used for the evaluation of neuropathic pain are

320

preferred (e.g. the Neuropathic Pain Scale (NPS) and the Neuropathic Pain Symptom Inventory (NPSI)

321

(23, 24).

322

When assessing chronic pain, it is important to include tools that assess not only the intensity of pain

323

but also its effects on functioning (work, social, etc.) and quality of life.

324

Clinical Global Impression (CGI) scores from patients, medical staff and carers as appropriate, are very

325

useful general measures of the overall benefit of treatment and the clinical significance of observed

326

treatment effects, and should be reported.

327

Psychological factors are very important in pain perception and behaviours and are often prominent in

328

patients with chronic pain. Co-morbid anxiety and depression are common in these patients. Mood

329

changes, anxiety, sleep disturbance and functional capacity may change pain perception and might

330

affect efficacy assessments. They should therefore be assessed with appropriate and justified tools in

331

order to allow an assessment of the impact of these confounders on the observed treatment effects. A

332

psychological basal evaluation, assessed by appropriate scales during the recruitment of patients is

333

strongly recommended for chronic pain trials. There are several pain inventories that can give

334

information about the contribution of affective, cognitive and behavioural factors to pain (i.e.

335

Psychological Pain Inventory, McGill Comprehensive Pain Questionnaire, Pain Profile, and

336

Multidimensional Pain Inventory). These may be useful secondary measures.

337

5.2. Responder analyses

338

Responder criteria should be pre-defined in the trial protocol for the primary efficacy measure, for key

339

secondary efficacy measures and for global measures such as CGI as appropriate. The preferred option

340

is a change from baseline analysis. The criteria should be justified on clinical grounds based on clinical

341

relevance and importance for the pain model being studied (e.g. treatment objective for mild pain such

342

as headache might be complete relief, but that may not be realistic for other pain models). Sensitivity

343

analyses for alternative cut-off points in the responder definition may be valuable. Analyses of

344

responders as defined by a composite of key efficacy measures (pain score, CGI etc.) could be useful.
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345

5.3. Timing of assessment

346

The temporal aspects of pain assessments will depend on the pain model being studied. Some pain

347

conditions are intermittent or paroxysmal (e.g. breakthrough pain, trigeminal neuralgia), others are

348

essentially constant (albeit with varying levels of intensity) and some are single episodes of evoked

349

pain (e.g. post surgical). Timing of efficacy evaluation should be justified by the applicant and

350

standardised across the confirmatory trials. The evaluation of efficacy in the morning and in the

351

evening (the same day) in chronic pain may be preferable given an appropriate setting, Where

352

relevant, measures of nocturnal pain should be reported.

353

The use of well designed diaries (paper or electronic) for patient reported pain scores is appropriate.

354

Attention should be paid to effects of recall of pain and diary protocol adherence (e.g. timely

355

completion of diary entries) in order to maximise reliability of pain evaluation Therefore, recall periods

356

ought to be reasonably short which in turn demands a sufficient frequency of pain assessments..

357

6. Confirmatory efficacy studies in nociceptive pain

358

6.1. Target populations and nociceptive pain models

363

Acute and chronic pain models should be studied separately and will support separate
indication statements. Studies should focus on somatic, visceral or mixed (e.g. cancer) pain
models according to the target indications. The pain intensity (e.g. mild, moderate and
severe) associated with the chosen pain model(s) should be discussed and justified in
accordance with the claimed indication. Pain scores in isolation are an unreliable method of

364

categorising pain severity.

359
360
361
362

365

In addition to the usual exclusion criteria in clinical trials the following should be considered: major

366

depression; significant neurological or psychiatric disorders (unrelated to the pain) that could interfere

367

with pain assessment; other pain that might impair the assessment of the nociceptive pain model

368

being studied.

369

For practical purposes the following table can be regarded as guidance for different pain models and

370

for different categories of pain. Other models might be acceptable provided that the applicant justifies

371

the choice.
Type of pain

Intensity

Model studies examples

Acute

Mild – moderate

Tooth extraction, minor surgery (e.g. cutaneous
surgery, hernia), headache (other than migraine),
primary dysmenorrhoea

Acute

Moderate-severe - Surgical removal of impacted teeth
- Renal and biliary colic (visceral pain)
- Well-defined major orthopaedic surgery
- Well-defined major abdominal/thoracic surgery
(mixed somatic / visceral pain)
- Major skeletal trauma
- Breakthrough pain
- Burns pain (e.g. dressing changes)

Chronic

Mild – moderate

Osteoarthritis, rheumatoid arthritis (somatic)
Chronic pelvic pain (visceral)

Chronic

Moderate-severe Advanced

cancer:

skeletal
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movement related pain
metastases (visceral)

(somatic),

abdominal

372
373

The safety profile of the test product (or comparator) might drive the severity of the model chosen

374

(expected Benefit / Risk balance).

375

A general nociceptive pain indication (e.g. acute or chronic nociceptive pain of a specified severity

376

range) should be supported by data covering the full range of nociceptive pain types within that

377

indication, including both somatic and visceral pain either separately or in mixed models. In general

378

several studies are therefore necessary to support a general nociceptive pain indication. However to

379

minimise the number and different types of patients studied, extrapolations can be made between

380

specific models within the same category of pain, taking into consideration the different pain

381

characteristics and provided that the number of patients studied is acceptable.

382

The full range of pain intensities for which the product is intended to be indicated (i.e. mild, moderate,

383

severe) should be studied in the confirmatory clinical trials.

384

Some examples of appropriate development strategies are given below:

385

•

To obtain a general indication for mild to moderate or moderate to severe acute nociceptive

386

pain, efficacy and safety should be demonstrated in at least two studies in two different

387

models. If only somatic pain models are used the approvable indications will be restricted

388

accordingly (e.g. musculoskeletal pain).

389

•

To obtain a general indication for acute moderate to severe post surgical pain, efficacy and

390

safety should be demonstrated on both a somatic pain model (e.g. major orthopaedic surgery)

391

and a pain model with a substantial visceral pain element (abdominal, or gynaecological

392

surgery).

393

•

394

It is currently recommended that “dysmenorrhoea” is the subject of dedicated studies if the
development programme is planned to support this specific indication. In that situation, the

395

patient being her own control, a cross-over design is appropriate. Two studies might be

396

necessary to support a specific indication for dysmenorrhoea; a single study may suffice if

397

there are other data showing efficacy in visceral pain. For this intermittent pain condition,

398

repeat use should be evaluated in terms of safety.

399

•

To obtain a general indication for mild to moderate chronic nociceptive pain, efficacy and safety

400

should be demonstrated in two studies in two different models. If only somatic pain models are

401

used the approvable indications will be restricted accordingly.

402

•

To obtain a general indication for moderate to severe chronic nociceptive pain, efficacy data

403

exclusively in cancer pain are acceptable. However, safety data in a wider patient population is

404

usually necessary.

405

6.2. Confirmatory efficacy studies in mild to moderate nociceptive pain

406

For trials in mild to moderate pain three way parallel group trials with placebo and active comparators

407

are preferred option. The primary objective is to show superiority to placebo; it is not necessary to

408

show formal non-inferiority to the active comparator. The main purpose of the latter is to allow an

409

assessment of the magnitude and clinical relevance of the analgesic effect of the test product in the

410

context of therapeutic expectations in the clinical situation being studied.

411

For mild to moderate pain, patient reported pain scores on well established simple scales such as a

412

VAS or 11 point numeric rating scale are generally preferred as a primary efficacy endpoint.
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413

The duration of studies should be appropriate for the patient population studied and the proposed

414

indications. For acute single episode situations (e.g. after minor surgery) the duration is usually limited

415

to the clinical situation. For chronic nociceptive pain longer clinical trials are normally required in order

416

to show maintenance of effectiveness. Parallel randomised trial for at least 12 weeks could be

417

appropriate as well as randomised withdrawal trial (following 6 to 12 months open label treatment) For

418

some models a relatively short trial duration may suffice for instance in dysmenorrhea repeated short

419

term efficacy could be enough but it will need to be sufficient to demonstrate a maintained and stable

420

treatment effect. The development of tolerance should be investigated where relevant. Open label

421

extension studies with free dose titration according to analgesic requirements in a population with

422

stable pain severity could be sufficient for this purpose.

423

6.3. Confirmatory efficacy studies in acute severe nociceptive pain

424

For trials in severe nociceptive pain, for which effective treatments are available, it is insufficient just

425

to show superiority to placebo, except in very short model such as breakthrough pain. Generally in

426

order to establish that the test treatment is a sufficiently effective analgesic to support an indication

427

for the treatment of severe pain it is necessary to power the study sufficiently to allow a statistically

428

robust comparison of the efficacy of the test treatment to that of a standard treatment of known

429

effectiveness e.g. morphine in post operative setting. Normally the objective will be to demonstrate

430

non-inferiority to the test treatment, unless superior efficacy is claimed. Non-inferiority margins (delta)

431

should be justified based on both statistical and clinical considerations and the assay sensitivity of the

432

trial should be clearly established. The Note for Guidance on Choice of Control Group in Clinical Trials

433

(CPMP/ICH/364/96) should be followed. The need for unrestricted access to rescue medication, and the

434

major confounding effect that this can have on pain scores, creates difficulties for the design of trials in

435

severe pain.

436

For trials in severe pain, pain scores are not well suited as a primary efficacy measure because the

437

objective of treatment is essentially the best possible relief of pain, which should be achieved using

438

rescue medication if it is not achieved with the randomised study medication. Alternative strategies are

439

therefore required. For trials in acute severe pain, Patient Controlled Analgesia (PCA) systems are

440

appropriate for delivering rescue analgesia requirements. With adequate provision for PCA rescue in

441

line with conventional clinical practice, a 3 way trial with test, placebo and active comparator is

442

possible and this is the preferred design.

443

The amount of PCA medication required to achieve satisfactory analgesia over an appropriately defined

444

period is an appropriate primary efficacy measure in acute severe pain trials. Other efficacy measures

445

may include time to onset of pain requiring rescue medication and the proportion of patients achieving

446

satisfactory analgesia without the need for rescue.

447

The above principles apply also to the evaluation of efficacy for treatments intended for pre-emptive

448

analgesia (before painful procedure).

449

6.4. Confirmatory efficacy studies in chronic severe nociceptive pain

450

In chronic severe pain trials (metastatic cancer) a placebo group is problematic as reliance on rescue

451

medication alone is less acceptable than in the acute (e.g. post-operative) situation. Efficacy can in

452

principle be demonstrated in a two arm long term parallel group non-inferiority trial with an active

453

comparator of known efficacy (e.g. prolonged release morphine). There are however a number of

454

difficulties with such a design. A non-inferiority trial with only an active comparator is inherently

455

susceptible to concerns over assay sensitivity. Furthermore, imbalances between treatment groups in

456

the use of rescue medication can make the results for pain scores difficult to interpret. The treatment

457

objective in these patients will be to achieve best possible analgesia, which should be achieved with
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458

rescue medication if the test treatment lacks effectiveness. Pain scores are therefore likely to be

459

insensitive to differences between treatment groups and if significantly more rescue medication is

460

required for the test treatment than for the active comparator, inferiority of the test product is likely to

461

be concluded even if pain scores are equivalent.

462

Trials in chronic severe pain therefore require very careful design. A high and variable placebo

463

response is common in trials in moderate pain. Assay sensitivity in the absence of a placebo control is

464

problematic unless only patients with genuinely severe pain are recruited. In this patient population

465

there can be reasonable confidence that a relatively ineffective treatment would be seen to be inferior

466

to the active comparator on the basis of pain scores, rescue medication requirements or both. Baseline

467

pain scores are not necessarily a reliable way of ensuring that only patients with severe pain are

468

recruited as even patients with advanced severe cancer pain can report relatively low pain scores if

469

they are receiving effective treatment. Inclusion criteria should include considerations of the nature of

470

bony and/or visceral metastases and baseline morphine requirements. Opioid naïve patients are not

471

suitable for these trials as these patients are less likely to have truly severe pain, which would increase

472

concerns over assay sensitivity. The assessment of efficacy should be based on both pain scores and

473

rescue medication requirements. Non-inferiority margins are difficult to define for these parameters

474

but treatment differences that would be considered clinically relevant should be pre specified

475

The proportions of patients who report inadequate analgesia from the trial medication (including

476

withdrawals for that reason) could be a useful secondary efficacy measure and has easily

477

understandable clinical relevance.

478

For new treatments for chronic nociceptive pain, maintenance of effectiveness in the medium to long

479

term and the potential for development of tolerance should be tested in trials of 6 to 12 months

480

duration. At least a 8 to 12 week parallel group extension to the active controlled with pain scores and

481

rescue medication requirements as key efficacy measures would be appropriate. Alternative designs

482

are possible.

483

7. Confirmatory efficacy studies in neuropathic pain

484

7.1. Target population and neuropathic pain models

485

The range of patients enrolled in the confirmatory clinical studies should be in accordance with the

486

claimed indication. Currently best established neuropathic pain clinical situations are post-herpetic

487

neuralgia, painful diabetic neuropathy, HIV neuropathy, trigeminal neuralgia, post-stroke pain, and

488

spinal cord injury. Other types of peripheral and central neuropathic pain situations are also acceptable

489

if adequately characterised and justified.

490

Inclusion criteria should specify details of clinical evaluation including pain characterisation and

491

location, and also associated negative and positive phenomena (sensory findings). The peripheral or

492

central origin of neuropathic pain should be characterised as far as possible. Central mechanisms may

493

be involved in both peripheral and central neuropathic pain, but peripheral mechanisms are not

494

generally involved in central neuropathic pain. Electrophysiological studies may be useful to clarify the

495

aetiology although they cannot be used to characterise the pain itself.

496

Diseases with mixed pain components (e.g. cancer) should generally be excluded from trials in

497

neuropathic pain but could be considered in non-pivotal supportive studies.

498

If only one neuropathic pain clinical situation is studied in the confirmatory clinical trials, the wording

499

of the indication statement (SmPC section 4.1) would be restricted to the specific condition studied

500

(e.g. post-herpetic neuralgia, post-stroke pain syndrome). For the broader claim “peripheral
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501

neuropathic pain”, the efficacy of the tested drug should be shown separately in more than one clinical

502

situation of peripheral neuropathic pain (e.g. post-herpetic neuralgia and painful diabetic neuropathy).

503

For the claim “central neuropathic pain” it is recommended to conduct trials either in two specific

504

models or in a more mixed population. In the latter case, pre-specified subgroup analyses should

505

explore consistency of treatment effect in the different conditions studied. It would not be necessary to

506

show statistically significant efficacy for each of them individually within a trial. For the general claim

507

“treatment of neuropathic pain” efficacy should be shown separately for central and peripheral

508

neuropathic pain as described above.

509

Clinical trials should in general include patients with at least moderate (i.e. VAS ≥ 40 mm or NRS ≥ 4)

510

to severe pain as in a mild pain population a high response to placebo can be expected. Nevertheless,

511

some patients with mild pain, in addition to moderate or severe pain, are also acceptable in clinical

512

confirmatory trials. In this case, subgroup analyses by severity may be useful.

513

Since neuropathic pain is usually chronic, duration of pain and stability of symptoms before enrolment

514

are important factors. Pain should be present for more than 3 months and symptoms should not have

515

recently increased or decreased markedly in severity.

516

In addition to the usual exclusion criteria in clinical trials the following should be considered: major

517

depression; significant neurological or psychiatric disorders unrelated to neuropathic pain and that

518

could interfere with pain assessment; other severe pain that might impair the assessment of

519

neuropathic pain. Where relevant a history of prior opioid misuse might be a contraindication. In order

520

not to compromise the relevance of the trial to the wider patient population, in whom there is known to

521

be considerable psychiatric co-morbidity (especially depressive and anxiety disorders), the exclusion

522

criteria should be carefully judged so that excessive numbers of patients are not excluded.

523

Some treatments for neuropathic pain have known effects on mood or anxiety, which could affect

524

perception of pain and hence pain scores. If the tested drug is expected to have such effects patients

525

with depression and/or anxiety should be excluded and treatment effects should be shown to be

526

independent of antidepressant or anxiolytic activity as measured on standard rating scales.

527

7.2. Design of confirmatory efficacy studies in neuropathic pain

528

Randomised, double blind, placebo controlled studies are required to establish efficacy in neuropathic

529

pain. As there is an increasing number of drugs approved for neuropathic pain, and hence established

530

treatment options for the target patient populations, a three-arm study (study drug – comparator -

531

placebo) should be conducted in order to facilitate a clear assessment of the clinical relevance of the

532

efficacy and safety of a new product. Rescue medication should be available and type prespecified.

533

Neuropathic pain is usually present as a chronic situation and the duration of confirmatory efficacy

534

studies should reflect this. The study duration should be at least 12 weeks, excluding titration period.

535

Add-on studies, on a stable but insufficient background therapy, are acceptable but the indications

536

supported by these studies may be limited to the tested add-on regimen. The supposed mechanism of

537

action of the tested drug should be complementary to, not the same as, the agent to which it is added.

538

Any previous exposure and response of the trial population to analgesic agents or to pharmacological

539

interventions that could modulate neuropathic pain (e.g. anti-arrhythmics, anticonvulsants, N-methyl-

540

D-aspartate antagonists, serotonin-norepinephrine reuptake inhibitors, clonidine, opioids) should be

541

recorded and discussed, as this information is relevant to the interpretation of results. A predefined

542

subgroup analysis of previous responders/non-responders to standard treatments might be necessary.
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543

Changes in therapeutic agents that can interfere with disease progression (e.g. HIV antivirals) can be

544

confounding factors that impair interpretation of the data. Therefore where relevant these should be

545

kept stable as far as possible for the duration of the trial.

546
547

7.3. Efficacy endpoints in neuropathic pain
Primary endpoints

548

The primary efficacy endpoint should be a validated pain rating scale. This could be a simple

549

unidimensional scale such as a VAS or 11-point Numeric Rating Scale (NRS), or a multidimensional

550

assessment tool validated for neuropathic pain (see section 6.1). The chosen tool should be

551

appropriate to the specific pain model being studied e.g. consistent vs. paroxysmal pain.

552

Irrespective of which type of rating scale is chosen as the primary efficacy measure, the observed

553

effects on both a unidimensional scale and a multidimensional scale should be consistent.

554

Responder analyses for the primary efficacy measure should be provided as a sensitivity analysis.

555

Secondary endpoints

556

Multidimensional assessment tools are particularly important for assessing neuropathic pain as they

557

evaluate different domains of these complex pain syndromes that are important for the

558

characterisation and evaluation of treatment effects. They may reveal differential effects of treatments

559

on different pain components. If a multidimensional scale is not specified as a primary efficacy

560

endpoint, one should be specified as a key secondary endpoint.

561

Patient and clinician reported Clinical Global Impression (CGI) are useful secondary efficacy measures

562

and should be reported. Other secondary efficacy measures may include evaluation of specific

563

symptoms such as dysaesthesia, allodynia, or hyperalgesia, and evaluation of mood, sleep, functional

564

and social performance and health related quality of life. The applicant should justify the choice of the

565

most appropriate assessment tool for the pain model being studied. Assessment tools for key

566

secondary endpoints should be validated.

567

Tests for stimulus evoked pain, (allodynia or hyperalgesia) should employ standardised quantitative

568

sensory testing by calibrated devices. A survey of the distribution of pain (e.g. patient pain drawing) is

569

encouraged where relevant as a spread of pain outside of the area of neurological damage could be

570

considered an indicator of central sensitisation.

571

Electrophysiological variables may be of interest but do not correlate sufficiently with symptoms to be

572

considered as surrogate efficacy endpoints.

573

Depending on the secondary study objectives, secondary endpoints may need pre-specified

574

prioritisation to account for multiplicity in subsequent testing (e.g. key secondary multidimensional

575

assessment tools).

576

8. Studies in special populations

577

8.1. Children

578

In order to minimize delay in developing a new product for paediatric use while avoiding unnecessary

579

risks in children, the company should develop clinical paediatric studies after safety has been

580

established in adults. This should be in accordance with the ICH E11 guideline on clinical investigation

581

of medicinal products in children.

582

Extrapolation:
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583

To reduce the number of studies and recruited patients, PK modelling and simulation methods can both

584

be used for the prediction of dose-response.

585
586
587
588
589

When the mechanism of action and safety profile of a drug or drug-class are well-understood
and are the same in adults and children, it may be acceptable to extrapolate efficacy data to
younger age groups down to 2 years of age. Supportive paediatric data on PK, doseresponse and safety/tolerability will be necessary because of potential differences in drug
handling (or PK, PD) and safety between adults and the various paediatric sub-populations

590

If efficacy data are considered necessary, sufficient data should be obtained in all paediatric age

591

groups in which a drug has a potential role.

592

Trial design:

593

Randomised placebo-controlled trials are, in children as for adults, considered the gold standard for

594

evaluating the efficacy and safety of analgesic drugs (with the exception of severe pain). However,

595

such trials pose significant ethical and practical problems, especially in young children and infants.

596

Alternative designs such as rescue-analgesic trials in which patients have rapid access to analgesia,

597

either patient-controlled or nurse-controlled (PCA, NCA), may be considered. In these trials differences

598

in analgesic use between treatment groups would be a primary measure of efficacy and pain scores a

599

secondary end- point. As with adults, studies with a 3 way design with placebo and active comparator

600

are preferred.

601

Non-pharmacological interventions that are standard-of care in the clinical settings under investigation

602

(e.g. cognitive-behavioural therapy, swaddling, nutritive and non-nutritive sucking) should be utilised

603

in all arms of controlled trials.

604

Tools to assess pain in children:

605

Children experience pain in the same situations as adults but, for younger children especially, their

606

responses to pain may differ and they may be unable to express their pain in a way that is easy to

607

assess. Specific tools have therefore been developed to evaluate pain in children and should be used in

608

clinical trials. They should be validated for the clinical situation, age, developmental status, language

609

and culture in which they are to be used. Children’s self-report tools are generally preferred to

610

observer-rated tools as key efficacy measures. Observer-rated tools, including behavioural

611

assessments, are more relevant for very young children and those who are unable or unwilling to

612

report their pain (19, 20). In such cases measurement of cortically-evoked responses to painful

613

procedures may be useful.

614

When assessing chronic pain, it is important to include tools that assess not just the intensity of pain

615

but also its effects on functionality and quality of life. The general principles are the same as for adults,

616

although measures should be modified as appropriate to enhance understanding by children.

617

Children experiencing pain can be limited in their physical activities and in their development because

618

of difficulties in concentration and learning. Therefore, in addition to the measurement of pain

619

intensity, duration, frequency and location, emotional function should also be assessed, as should the

620

extent of the child’s restriction in physical and social activities (22).

621

Tools for neonates:

622

Neonates, including preterm, have the prerequisites for nociception. There may not be concordance

623

between physiological and behavioural indicators of pain in neonates, and there are differences in

624

response to pain between term and preterm neonates. Pain scales which have been validated in

625

neonates experiencing acute pain as a result of surgery or of invasive procedures such as heelstick,

626

catheter insertion and endotracheal intubation may not apply outside such settings. Tools should

627

include a composite of measures including behavioural and physiological aspects. Suitable and
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628

validated tools are PIPP (Premature Infant Pain Profile), CRIES (Crying, Requires oxygen, Increased

629

vital signs, Expression and Sleepless, FLACC (Face, Legs, Activity, Cry, Consolability), and the Neonatal

630

Facial Coding System (NFCS) scale (19, 20, 21).

631

Nociceptive pain:

632

Extrapolations between different pain models, in order to obtain broader clinical indications as

633

described in sections 7 and 8 (confirmatory efficacy studies) are also appropriate for clinical studies in

634

children.

635

Painful hospital procedures are a suitable model for the study of analgesics intended for the treatment

636

and/or prevention of nociceptive pain in children. Most hospitalised children undergo potentially painful

637

procedures for which pre-treatment with an analgesic is appropriate (pre-emptive analgesia). It may

638

also be necessary to measure anxiety in the assessment of procedural pain.

639

Neuropathic pain:

640

There is very little information with regard to the prevalence of neuropathic pain in children. The more

641

frequent neuropathic pain models in adults, i.e. post-herpetic, diabetic polyneuropathy and post-stroke

642

pain are very rare in children. Neuropathic pain in children and adolescents represents a

643

heterogeneous group of pain with various aetiologies. The more frequent are traumatic neuropathic

644

pain, phantom pain, obstetrical brachio-plexus lesion and post anti-neoplastic treatment pain (e.g.

645

vincristine). Some neuropathic pain syndromes that are rare are relatively unique to the paediatric

646

population, including toxic and metabolic neuropathies (e.g. lead, mercury, alcohol and infection),

647

hereditary neurodegenerative disorders (e.g. Fabry disease), mitochondrial disorders and primary

648

erythromelalgia. It is not expected that there is a difference in mechanism of neuropathic pain between

649

adults and adolescents although the same might not be true for younger children with a more

650

immature CNS.

651

It is recognised that demonstration of efficacy and safety in paediatric patients might be difficult.

652

Investigation of efficacy of a product in models common to both adults and children is encouraged

653

where possible in order to better understand how efficacy data can be extrapolated from adults to

654

children or from one model to another. When sufficient information in children cannot be obtained,

655

pharmacokinetic data may form the basis of the dose recommendations in children, if properly

656

justified.

657

Chronic pain

658

Long-term safety data are required when chronic use of medications is foreseen, especially in neonates

659

and young infants. The impact of treatment on growth and endocrine development needs to be

660

evaluated.In addition if the safety profile indicates an effect on cognitive function (e.g. sedation,

661

concentration disturbances), long-term safety data on cognitive function and neurodevelopment may

662

be required.

663

8.2. Elderly

664

Studies should include a sufficient number of elderly patients, particularly the very elderly (>75 years

665

old) as they represent overall a large target population in relation to both acute and chronic pain

666

prevalence. Special care should be paid to accurate pain evaluation in this age group because this

667

population sometimes misunderstands the pain questionnaires. The NPS or VAS have demonstrated

668

reliability and validity for use in older adults (24).

669

In this population, pharmacokinetics of the drug tested and pharmacodynamic response could influence

670

the dose response and the dose response relationship.
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671

Whereas pharmacokinetic data are needed, subgroup analyses of the whole elderly population in the

672

overall database may be sufficient for efficacy assessment.

673

Careful attention should be paid to CNS adverse events associated with some drugs (e.g. opioids,

674

antidepressants, antiepileptics) and other adverse events of importance, e.g. bleeding, haemorrhage,

675

GI adverse effects.

676

9. Clinical safety evaluation

677

The monitoring of adverse events related to the pharmacodynamics of the studied drug should be

678

conducted according to the existing ICH guidelines and using a systematic and planned methodology.

679

The ICH/EU E1A guideline, (Note of Guidance on Population Exposure: the Extent of Population

680

Exposure to Assess Clinical Safety) should be followed in addition to other relevant guidance. Any

681

subgroups of patients (for demographic or clinical factors) at increased risk of AEs should be identified.

682

The effects of concomitant medications on safety measures should be evaluated as appropriate.

683

For drugs with CNS effects special attention should be paid to undesirable effects such as alertness and

684

cognition, and the potential effects on patients’ ability to drive and use machines.

685

The investigation of tolerance is of outstanding importance for the treatment of chronic pain, especially

686

in non-life threatening situations. This can be done in long term trial extensions allowing continuing

687

dose titration according to symptom (pain) control and tolerability.

688

Withdrawal and rebound effects after drug discontinuation should also be evaluated during a

689

predetermined drug withdrawal period monitoring pain intensity and adverse events. This could be

690

done as part of a randomised withdrawal study primarily intended to show medium to long term

691

maintenance of efficacy.

692

The potential of abuse, dependence and misuse should be assessed.

693

Potential safety issues relating to the delivery system (e.g. transdermal, intranasal, buccal) should be

694

evaluated and reported in accordance with the relevant guidelines.

695
696

9.1. Long-term safety
For drugs intended to treat chronic pain safety data are required in a sufficient number of patients in

697

the target population from clinical studies of at least 12 months duration. Long term data may also be

698

required for drugs intended for repeated use in acute pain.

699

9.2. Nociceptive pain

700

For new products in an established class (i.e. opioids and NSAIDs) the known safety and tolerability

701

issues for the drug class should be analysed in particular detail. Special attention should be given also

702

to those AEs that limit tolerability, such as constipation for opioids and dyspepsia for NSAIDs, and

703

those that represent the main safety concerns.

704

Cardiovascular and gastrointestinal adverse outcome analyses should be pre-defined in NSAID trials.

705

Detailed data should be given on risk of bleeding in various types of surgeries when justified.

706

For centrally acting analgesics such as opioids special attention should be given to respiratory effects,

707

drug tolerance and dependence. Analysis of respiratory depression should take into consideration the

708

amount of sedative medication received by the patient, as well as the alertness of patients measured

709

by appropriate tools. Possible bias introduced by differences in concomitant medications (including

710

rescue medication) should be recognised and controlled as far as possible in control and active groups.
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711

9.3. Neuropathic pain

712

Specific problems associated with drugs used in neuropathic pain management should be

713

systematically evaluated according to the known class effects.

714

Any potential detrimental effects of the drug under study in the specific disease associated with

715

neuropathic pain (e.g., diabetes and glycemic control) should be actively investigated.

716

9.4. Elderly

717

Particular attention should be given to the safety pattern in elderly subjects as they are generally more

718

susceptible to the major undesirable effects of standard treatments including opioids, NSAIDs,

719

antidepressants and antiepileptic drugs and because they often receive concomitant treatments and

720

present comorbidities.

721

9.5. Children

722

Safety data in accordance with the existing guidance on children is to be provided.

723

10. Other information

724

In order to harmonise the technical language in the clinical trials the CHMP encourages the use of the

725

definitions proposed by the International Association for the Study of Pain.

726
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